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ENGLESKI ZA RADOZNALE decembar 2015.

Malo „mozganja“, malo vežbanja
Think and answer
1. How far do you have to count before using the letter A in spelling a
number?
(to one thousand)

2. Why are you tired on the 1st of April?
(Because you have just had a March of 31 days.)

3. Why is two plus two equals five like your left foot?
(Because it isn't right.)

4. Name as many articles as you can think of that start with S that are worn
on the feet.
(sandals, shoes, skates, skiis, slippers, sneakers, snowshoes, socks, stockings)

5. Give a letter of the alphabet that, when you say it, sounds like the name of
each of the following:
a) a kind of an insect
b) a large body of water
c) a part of the body/an organ of vision
d) a blue bird
e) an exclamation
f) a green vegetable/a large round green seed which is used for food
g) a hint
h) a drink
i) a pronoun
(Key: a – B bee; b – C sea; c – I eye; d – J jay; e – O Oh!; f – P pea;
g – Q cue; h – T tea; i – U you)

6. Which sport is played at the same as it is played with?
(Golf: You play with a golf club at a golf club.)
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Problem solving
1. Lying on the ground in the centre of a field are some pieces of coal, a
carrot, a hat, a scarf, and a pipe. What possible explanations could there
be for this?
(They were used to build a snowman when, naturally, there was snow on the ground.
The snow has since melted.)

2. A man goes into a bar and asks for a drink of water. The barmaid gives
him the drink and then suddenly screams. What possible explanations are
there?
(The man wants the water because he has the hiccups. The barmaid knows this, so
screams to give him a shock, which is said to stop the hiccups.)

Anagrams
Unscramble the following anagrams.
1. What are these animals?
1) ECHCIKN
2) OWC
3) OKYDEN
4) TOGA
5) SOOGE
6) OERHS
7) BALM
8) TIBARB
9) HESPE
10) REYKUT

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

REBA
PHINDOL
PHENTALE
FIGAREF
OKYMEN
KRASH
EKSAN
GITER
FLOW
BREZA

(1 chicken; 2 cow; 3 donkey; 4 goat; 5 goose; 6 horse;7 lamb; 8 rabbit; 9 sheep;
10 turkey;
11 bear; 12 dolphin; 13 elephant; 14 giraffe; 15 monkey; 16 shark; 17 snake;
18 tiger; 19 wolf; 20 zebra)

2. What are these things?
1) PROCUMET
2) TELERT
3) ARSENPEWP
4) IRUPETC
5) ERYITPETWR
(1 computer; 2 letter; 3 newspaper; 4 picture; 5 typewriter)
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3. What are these places?
1) KNAB
2) MENCIA
3) THEOL
4) TEMKAR
5) SUMMUE
6) CLIPOE NATTIOS
7) CHOlOS
8) ERMEUSPRAKT
9) GIMWSIMN LOPO
10) LOTTIE
(1 bank; 2 cinema; 3 hotel; 4 market; 5 museum; 6 police station; 7 school;
8 supermarket; 9 swimming pool; 10 toilet)

5. What are these clothes?
1) SREDS
2) KETJAC
3) RESKINKC
4) TRISH
5) TRIKS
6) KOCSS
7) RURTOSES
8) TAPSNRNUDE
9) SETV
(1 dress; 2 jacket; 3 knickers; 4 shirt; 5 skirt; 6 socks; 7 trousers; 8 underpants; 9 vest)

6. What are these jobs?
1) A (namcheci) _______________ works in a garage.
2) A (rptiosecetni) _______________ works in a hotel.
3) A (potrerer) __________ works for a newspaper.
4) A (gnisre) _______________ works with a pop group.
5) A (ptysti) _______________ works in an office.
6) A (twaeri) _______________ works in a restaurant.
(1 mechanic; 2 receptionist; 3 reporter; 4 singer; 5 typist; 6 waiter)
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